
Finally, a reliable way to cash in on your 'abandonment traffic'...

Save months of split testing & let your prospects
tell you exactly what will make them buy NOW!

Date: Sunday, April 24, 2016
From: YOUR NAME

ear Friend,

How much of your web traffic leaves without buying your products or opting
in to your list?

... 60%? 80%?

If your like most internet marketers, its probably closer to 98-99%!

You work hard to get visitors to your websites, and the vast majority will leave never
to return again!

Okay, so what can you do about it?

What if there was an easy way to make money from the people who choose not to buy
your products? Something that would continue to work for you, increasing your income
week in week out...

... a solution like this simply didn't exist, until now!

Introducing The Brand New...

a
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Want to see a demonstration? Click here for a demo (will activate when you close the
window or leave the site) this is the free membership site I was talking about above.

Second Chance Profits deploys an unblockable pop up survey whenever someone
leaves your site without buying or opting in to your list. It has been tested to work in
any browser, and is 100% unblockable by any popup blocker available.

The first time I used an exit survey on one of my sites, the feedback I received after
just one hour was worth GOLD!

I plugged it into one of my free membership sites, and in less than one hour I had two
people leave comments that they didn't join the site because they couldn't afford it. I
was SHOCKED! I thought it was clear the offer was free, obviously not. I looked over
the site again, made a few adjustments and my opt-in rate skyrocketed instantly!

I dread to think how much subscribers and profits I would be leaving on the table had
I not made those changes.

What 'Second Chance Profits' told me in just one hour, would have taken months using
split testing software, not to mention the thousands of dollars in profit I would have
missed out on...

Don't get me wrong, I'm not saying split testing is dead, or that you shouldn't do it,
you should. But nothing can give you results as quickly as this unblockable exit survey
system. Combine this with a split testing solution and you would instantly become one
of the most efficient testers in internet marketing.

Its Easy To Use 'Second Chance Profits' & Give
Yourself A Pay Rise Almost Every Day

Once you know why your visitors aren't taking you up on your offers, all you have to
do is revise your copy and watch as your conversions shoot through the roof!

'Second Chance Profits' only takes a few minutes to install on your site. After that it
works for you everyday, continually telling you what you need to do to improve your



copy, increase your conversions, and increase your bank balance, over and over again!
:)

So how much would you pay for this invaluable information that really will save you
hundreds of hours split testing, and really can give you a pay rise everyday?

$147? $97? Well no, its worth MUCH more than that! But since this is brand new, I
have decided to test the water and price this product at just $47, at least until I get a
few testimonials to put on this site...

... and I know I'll get lots of testimonials very quickly, because 'Second Chance Profits'
has an instant impact on results! So order now to avoid disappointment when the
price goes up...

Yes! I want to order the "Second Chance Profits"
software for only $47. I understand that when I order I will
receive an 'Instant Upgrade' to Master Resale Rights.

Order Online Now Through Our Secure Server
instant access - online download

Click Here to Order Now for Only $47
- paypal & major credit cards accepted -

[YES] Includes professional sales letter.
[YES] Includes graphics package.
[YES] Can be packaged.
[YES] Can be offered as a bonus.
[YES] Can be added to membership site.
[YES] Can be offered through auction sites.
[YES] Can sell Resale Rights.
[YES] Sales letter can be edited.

The software is extremely easy to install, and full instructions are included.
You will need one available MySQL database for gathering the feedback.

To your success,

YOUR NAME

P.S. Once you start using 'Second Chance Profits', I know your going to
love it. Let me know your experiences so I can put up a few testimonials on
this site. Cash in on your exit traffic right now!


